
Ramona Pendant 
4009 – INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 
 
 
Thank you for your Fuse Lighting purchase. Installation is rather simple but should be done by a 
professional electrician and two assistants. Please read instructions completely prior to installation. 
These installation instructions are intended as a reference guide only. Unique site conditions may 
require installer to deviate from installation steps listed. 

 

ONE - INSTALL FIXTURE 

 In hardware packet, remove threaded posts with finished ball heads. 
 Remove ball heads from threaded posts and screw posts into J-box, leaving approximately ¾” 

of threading exposed. 
 Feed electrical wire from pendant frame through entire length of stem. Pull taut at canopy. 
 Hook stem onto pendant frame, and lift and wire to J-box. 
 Slide canopy over exposed posts at J-box and secure with finished ball heads. 

 

TWO - HANGING GEM STRANDS 

 Unwrap all gem strands and lay them out on a table. 
 Gems should be separated into two groups: shorter gem strands for top ring and longer gem 

strands for bottom ring.  
 Note: Due to the organic nature of these gems, some strands will be slightly longer or shorter 

within each grouping.  
 Stagger the lengths evenly as you begin to hook strands into each hole to create a balanced 

height of the gem strands. 

 

THREE - ADD BULBS 

 Bulbs are provided as a one-time courtesy when in stock. If recommended bulbs are not 
available when your order is complete, fixture will ship without bulbs. This is to avoid delays 
in shipping. 

 We recommend using: 
o (2) 25 watt clear CA-8 candelabra bulbs inside upper gem cluster 
o (4) 40 watt frosted CA-8 candelabra bulbs inside the shade 
o (1) 25 watt clear T-8 medium base bulb inside bottom gem cluster 

 

FOUR - ADD SHADE 

 From the bottom of the pendant, raise shade over the bottom gems up to the shade support 
arms and turn until the hooks on the shade rest on the support arms. The hooks on shade are 
made wider than arms so the shade can be adjusted until the gems hang center through shade 
diffuser hole.  

 


